Building an Effective Retirement
Portfolio with Whole Life Insurance
Guarding Your Retirement Style

A CONSUMER GUIDE

The Boomer Generation — an
Introduction to a Different Decade
When do you plan to retire? The number of people in the United States who
are age 65 and older is expected to more than double by 2090 — an increase of
70 million people, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. While people are more
likely to live longer, enjoy better health, and an active lifestyle, how will they
sustain their increased life spans?
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Many private corporations have changed their retirement plans since 1975,
and no longer provide employer-funded pensions. Although companies have
added features to their 401(k) plans, such as automatic enrollment, funding
caps on qualified retirement plans limit the amount of contributions.
Additionally, the minimal percentage of income now received from Social
Security may be diminished even more in the future if the workforce is
unable to sustain the program.

The Impact of Market Volatility
and Taxes over the Long Term —
How Will Your Money Grow?
You may have done everything right — started saving early for your
retirement, maximized your contributions, and diversified among a variety
of investment accounts.
But what happens if it’s time to start taking withdrawals during a bear market,
when stock and bond prices are declining? Withdrawals from an equity-based
retirement account during a time of negative returns will unnecessarily deplete
the resource you worked so hard to build. This will also affect the income you’re
able to draw upon in retirement, as well as the legacy value remaining for
your family.

Erosion of Total Returns Over 30 Years
WHAT ABOUT A ROTH IRA?
NOMINAL RETURN

REAL REAL RETURN*

EROSION

11.09%

5.97%

TODAY

OVER 30 YEARS

A Roth IRA provides an attractive
combination of benefits — growth
of investment earnings and tax-free
withdrawals. But you may not be
eligible for Roth contributions due
to maximum income levels. In
addition, other strictures include:
• No loans
• Annual contribution limits
• Distributions before age 59½ may be
subject to a 10% penalty

Source: Thornburg Investment Management: A Study of Real Real Return, August 2014. Growth of
Hypothetical $100 S&P Index from Dec. 31, 1983 to Dec. 31, 2013.

• Financial goals may not be met if the
owner becomes disabled or dies

* Real return includes the effect of expenses, fees, taxes on divdends and capial gains, and inflation.

Consider whole life insurance as
another alternative for supplemental
retirement income.

In addition, what effect will taxes have on actual spendable income from your
401(k)? Unless all of your retirement savings are in an after-tax vehicle, such as a
Roth IRA, the U.S. government may claim a sizable share of each distribution.
A common rule of thumb says that people generally need only 70%–80% of
their final salary each year during retirement — but how do you feel about
taking a 30% pay cut — especially when the cost of living never decreases?

Consider a smart alternate retirement funding strategy that:
• Remains unaffected by market fluctuations
• Grows with stability and security
• Provides tax-advantaged, accessible funds for retirement and an
income tax-free legacy to beneficiaries1, 2
• Is not affected by government programs
• Can be transferred or pledged as collateral for a loan
1

Creating a Solid Foundation with
a Valuable Asset — Whole Life
Insurance
There’s a possible solution to the challenges of saving for retirement — whole
life insurance. The required premium can provide future savings in the form of
guaranteed cash values and non-guaranteed cash values (dividends) within the
policy.3
Whole life insurance is one of the most versatile and stable assets available to
implement systematic forced savings, death benefit growth, tax-advantaged living
benefits and protection against untimely death. It creates a liquid asset that holds
its value regardless of market conditions.

BENEFITS AND ADVANTAGES
OF PARTICIPATING
WHOLE LIFE
• Guaranteed4 level premium

Permission to Enjoy Retirement
Balancing your retirement portfolio with whole life insurance gives you
permission to enjoy other assets, either by spending them or holding onto them
in the event of market decline. Whole life insurance is a smart way to equalize
bequests among heirs if you choose to spend down other assets or it can be an
income tax-free cash resource.1

• Guaranteed4 Cash Value

How Does it Work?
Why use whole life insurance in a retirement portfolio? Let’s look at an example
of how life insurance can enhance and protect assets.

• R iders and options create
flexibility and help customize the
policy to meet changing needs
and objectives5

Case:
• John was a 40-year-old business executive who had been saving for
retirement since he started working.

• Guaranteed4 death benefit

• Annual dividends enhance growth of
policy values3

• His insurance representative suggested that he purchase a $1 million whole
life insurance policy out of current cash flow to protect his earning power
and to possibly supplement other income at retirement.
• In addition, by age 65, we’ll assume that he accumulated approximately
$2 million in his pre-tax Individual Retirement Account, which was
well diversified among stocks and bonds.
Objectives:
• In addition to John’s considerable income, he is an avid art collector, and
possesses some fine works that he purchased and inherited. He wants to be
able to pass on this valuable legacy intact to his heirs.
• John wanted to create a steady income stream to see him through retirement,
plus have enough in reserve for his children’s college education and any
unforeseen cash needs.
• He was also looking to manage his tax obligations in an efficient way.

2

Situation
Let’s start with the assumption that John would rely mainly on his retirement account
for annual withdrawals. He planned to take $150,000 annually from his account to
augment income from other sources. The chart shows how much the balance fluctuated, based on actual S&P 500® Index Total Returns over the past 15 years, leaving
him with a very diminished nest egg – actually running out of money in year 12 in
this hypothetical scenario.
John’s Retirement Account – Starting with $2,000,000 (only using his
retirement account in all withdrawal years)
S&P 500
Index Total
Return*

Balance
Beginning
of Year

Balance After
Annual $150,000
Withdrawal

Balance at
End of Year

Age

Year

65

2000

-9.1%

$2,000,000

$1,850,000

$1,681,650

66

2001

-11.9%

$1,681,650

$1,531,650

$1,349,384

67

2002

-22.1%

$1,349,384

$1,199,384

$934,320

68

2003

28.7%

$934,320

$784,320

$1,009,420

69

2004

10.9%

$1,009,420

$859,420

$953,096

70

2005

4.9%

$953,096

$803,096

$842,448

71

2006

15.9%

$842,448

$692,448

$802,547

72

2007

5.5%

$802,547

$652,547

$688,438

73

2008

-37.0%

$688,438

$538,437

$339,216

74

2009

26.5%

$339,216

$189,216

$239,358

75

2010

15.1%

$239,358

$89,358

$102,851

76

2011

2.1%

$102,851

-$47,149

$0.00

77

2012

16.0%

$0.00

$0.00

$0,00

78

2013

32.4%

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

79

2014

11.4%

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

The amounts shown here do not consider
the effects of taxation and inflation, which
would further impact John’s purchasing
power. It’s apparent that John should
consider other options. What if he could
reduce annual distributions or not take
distributions after negative return years
(outside of regular RMD requirements)?
While this would help preserve
these assets — where would the
money come from to live on in
those retirement years?

*The S&P 500 Index is a market index generally considered representative of the stock market as a whole.
The index focuses on the large-cap segment of the U.S. equities market. Indices are unmanaged and one
cannot invest directly in an index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Strategy — Bridging the Gap:
John’s insurance representative described several permanent life insurance
options to determine what may be best for his specific situation. One of the
advantages of life insurance on top of the valuable death benefit is the
product’s versatility and ability to easily integrate with other financial assets
already in place.
John purchased a Life Paid Up at Age 65 policy, which provided for a fully
paid-up policy at the anticipated start of his retirement and, as it turned out,
the cash value necessary to make up for the withdrawal shortfall due to
market volatility.

3

The Benefits of Whole Life
Insurance — a Closer Look
Compare the $432,287 left here at
age 79, to the previous chart where he
ran out of money in year 12 and didn’t
integrate whole life insurance into his
retirement income plan. Having that
money plus the remaining insurance
cash value of $748,391(and $1,040,384
death benefit), John’s retirement assets
have reached over $1 million, in spite of
a few bad economic years.

Age/Year

S&P 500
Index
Total
Return

Cumulative
Net AfterTax Outlay

This chart shows illustrated values of the whole life insurance policy John
bought, and how cash values can be used to preserve the assets in his retirement
account. The policy is a Guardian Life Paid Up at Age 65 issued to a male, age 40,
Best Class, for a face amount of $1 million.
The column to the far right shows the Retirement Account balance with withdrawals of $150,000 per year starting at age 65 and continuing for all years except
those following a negative market return. The S&P 500 Index Total Return
interest rate is applied to the Retirement Account Balance at the end of each year.
Then, in the years following negative returns, the client exercises the option to
withdraw and/or borrow cash values from his policy instead of withdrawing
them from his retirement account in a bear market, which would effectively plunder his 401(k). Assuming an effective tax rate of 20% on the $150,000 distributions from his Retirement Account, John would only need to withdraw $120,000
from his policy to have the same net withdrawal.*,6
Net NonGuaranteed
Cash Values3

Guaranteed
Cash Values
(CV)8

Withdrawals
and Loans

Net Death
Benefit3

40/1975

$20,094

–

–

$1,000,000

45/1980

$120,564

$95,177

$80,535

$1,042,005

55/1990

$321,504

$373,892

$283,255

$1,210,328

Retirement
Account
Withdrawals

65/2000

-9.1%

$502,350

$823,002

$529,575

$120,000

$1,540,345

$1,818,000

66/2001

-11.9%

$502,350

$858,354

$543,385

$120,000

$1,565,854

$1,601,658

67/2002

-22.1%

$502,350

$895,101

$557,360

$120,000

$1,592,154

$1,247,692

68/2003

28.7%

$382,350

$808,137

$571,480

$1,401,221

$150,000

$1,412,729

69/2004

10.9%

$262,350

$717,345

$585,770

$1,212,644

$150,000

$1,400,367

70/2005

4.9%

$142,350

$622,421

$600,180

$1,039,489

$150,000

$1,311,635

71/2006

15.9%

$142,350

$648,417

$614,680

$1,057,059

$150,000

$1,346,334

72/2007

5.5%

$142,350

$675,280

$629,140

$1,075,235

$150,000

$1,262,133

73/2008

-37.0%

$142,350

$703,070

$643,595

74/2009

26.5%

$142,350

$731,795

$658,030

$1,113,493

$150,000

$816,107

75/2010

15.1%

$142,350

$761,500

$672,450

$1,133,584

$150,000

$766,689

76/2011

2.1%

$22,350

$667,030

$686,835

$987,223

$150,000

$629,639

77/2012

16.0%

$22,350

$693,365

$701,145

$1,004,346

$150,000

$556,382

78/2013

32.4%

$22,350

$720,484

$715,315

$1,022,051

$150,000

$538,049

79/2014

11.4%

$22,350

$748,391

$729,300

$1,040,384

$150,000

$432,287

$120,000

$1,094,048

$795,144

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) on Net Non-Guaranteed Cash Value at Age 79: 3.66%7
*

4

Retirement
Account Balance
from $2 million7

Remaining
Balance

The values shown from the whole life policy are hypothetical and do not represent an exact Guardian policy currently available for sale. They are actually a blend 		
of male and female rates based on the scenario described in the case study. Please contact your Guardian representative to have a full illustration run based on your 		
unique scenario. Additionally, please note, the policy values are also assuming a CSO 2001 policy beginning in 1975 based on the 2015 dividend scale in all years. No 		
retirement account withdrawal is shown in 2009, since the IRS suspended the Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) provision for all retirement plan participants 		
that year, due to the stock market’s steep 2008 loss.

Case Study Conclusion — Freedom Guaranteed
The addition of whole life insurance to his asset portfolio gave John the freedom
to forgo distributions from his retirement account during a market downturn.
Instead, he receives tax-free income from his policy to easily make up for any
income shortfalls.

Guardian’s Portfolio of Quality
Products — Your Choice
Guardian’s broad portfolio of high-quality whole life insurance products offers
a range of choices for every buyer. From limited-pay to traditional whole life,
there’s an opportunity to start saving today for your retirement.
Whole life insurance policies are long-term financial instruments. In order to
keep coverage aligned with the economic climate, or changes in your finances,
situation, or health, Guardian offers a selection of riders and options, most
available at a modest additional cost, which can help ensure that your financial
protection will not become outdated.5
Your Guardian representative can help you select what riders or options, if any,
would be valuable additions to your policy.

Guardian — the Benefits of
Being Mutual
The company you choose is as important as the financial product you and your
trusted representatives select. Guardian is a mutual life insurance company,
operating for the benefit of participating life policyholders who share in the
company’s results, in part, through the payment of annual dividends.3
Unlike stock-based companies, there are no outside shareholders, so the
company is managed to maximize the long-term interests of its clients. While
dividends are not guaranteed, Guardian has paid dividends to its participating
policyholders every year since 1868 — through good economic times and bad.

5

WHERE WILL THE MARKET BE WHEN YOU PLAN TO RETIRE?
Wouldn’t it be wise to include whole life insurance in your
retirement portfolio mix? For more information on how you
can enhance your retirement income, contact your Guardian
representative or your local Guardian agency.

1

G uardian, its subsidiaries, agents, and employees do not provide tax, legal, or accounting advice. Consult your tax,
legal, or accounting professional regarding your individual situation.

2

Policy benefits are reduced by any outstanding loan or loan interest and/or withdrawals. Dividends, if any, are
affected by policy loans and loan interest. Withdrawals above the cost basis may result in taxable
ordinary income. If the policy lapses, or is surrendered, any loans considered gain in the policy may be
subject to ordinary income taxes. If the policy is a Modified Endowment Contract (MEC), loans are treated like
withdrawals, but as gain first, subject to ordinary income taxes. If the policy owner is under 59½, any taxable
withdrawal is also subject to a 10% tax penalty.

3

Dividends are not guaranteed – they are declared annually by Guardian’s Board of Directors.

4

All whole life insurance guarantees are subject to the timely payment of all required premiums and the claims-paying
ability of the issuing insurance company.

5

R iders may incur additional costs. Riders and options may not be available in all states. Please check with your
Guardian representative.

6

For this hypothetical, the 20% effective tax rate does not take into account state, local, or additional taxes 		
that may be due from the retirement account withdrawal.

7

Values are not guaranteed.

8

All whole life insurance policy guarantees are subject to the timely payment of all required premiums and the claims
paying ability of the issuing insurance company. Policy loans and withdrawals affect the guarantees by reducing the
policy’s death benefit and cash values.

The Guardian Life Insurance
Company of America
7 Hanover Square
New York, NY 10004-4025
www.GuardianLife.com
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